Introduction {#sec1}
============

On-going developments in the fields of molecular electronics and photovoltaic devices have led to ever-growing interest in π-conjugated polymers that can be used as molecular wires, donor--acceptor bridges, components of organic light-emitting diodes, etc.^[@ref1]−[@ref5]^ Poly-*p*-phenylene (**PP~*n*~**) is a paradigm model for investigating the electrical and optical properties of these polymers^[@ref6]−[@ref11]^ as well as the charge transport through them.^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ Unfortunately, systematic studies of the neutral and oxidized/reduced **PP~*n*~** molecules are seriously hampered by their poor solubility. We have addressed this issue by synthesizing a well-defined series of poly-*p*-phenylene oligomers ^***iA***^**PP**~**2**~--^***iA***^**PP**~**7**~ with end-capping branched *iso*-alkyl groups, ***iA*** = 6-tetradecyl, Chart [1](#cht1){ref-type="chart"}, that dramatically improved their solubility.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ The systematic study of the ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~**/^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series revealed, for the first time, an inverse 1/*n* relationship of their redox and optoelectronic properties. Unfortunately, the solubility issues prevented expanding the ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~** series beyond seven *p*-phenylene units.^[@ref14]^ Furthermore, it is not clear what effect the capping groups may have on the electronic properties of ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~** molecules, and to what degree the ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~** results can be applicable to other end-capped ^***R***^**PP~*n*~** and uncapped ^***H***^**PP~*n*~** molecules.

Here, we aim to provide a comprehensive picture of structure--property relationships of ^***R***^**PP~*n*~**/^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** for any length and with various end-capping substituents. Our carefully calibrated density functional theory (DFT) calculations revealed that ^***R***^**PP~*n*~** oxidation potentials and the ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** optical properties can significantly deviate from, or even not follow, the 1/*n* dependence for longer chains and/or strongly electron-donating capping groups **R**; these predictions are further confirmed experimentally for a series of alkoxy-capped ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~** oligomers, *n* = 2--7. We rationalize these unexpected results using a multistate parabolic model (MPM)---a generalization of the traditional two-parabola Marcus model---which shows that evolution of the redox and optoelectronic properties of ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** is determined by the interplay between electronically nonequivalent terminal and internal *p*-phenylene units.
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Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

DFT Modeling of the Extended **^*R*^PP**~*n*~**/^*R*^PP~*n*~^+•^** Series {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Delocalized π-conjugated cation radicals (CRs) such as ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** are challenging for many DFT methods due to the self-interaction error^[@ref16]−[@ref19]^ (SIE) that causes artificial delocalization of the positive charge/hole^[@ref20]^ and thus leads to an increasingly underestimated oxidation potential for the longer chains as well as an incorrect nature of the first excited state of the CRs. The SIE can be reduced by using hybrid DFT methods that add a portion of the exact Hartree--Fock (HF) exchange term into the exchange functional.^[@ref21]−[@ref25]^ However, the contribution of HF exchange in most of the widely used hybrid functionals, %HF \< 30, is not sufficient for a correct description of delocalized mixed-valence charged compounds; on the other hand, hybrid DFT functionals with %HF \> 50 (global or long-range) often lead to overlocalization of the charge/hole.^[@ref26],[@ref27]^ This necessitates fine-tuning of %HF based on the available experimental data.^[@ref17],[@ref19],[@ref24]−[@ref26]^ Therefore, in this work, we used a one-parameter density functional B1LYP^[@ref28]^ with the Hartree--Fock (HF) exchange term contribution^[@ref17],[@ref21],[@ref22],[@ref26],[@ref27]^ carefully benchmarked and calibrated against the experimental data for the ^***iA***^**PP**~***n***~/^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series,^[@ref14]^ as detailed in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}.^[@ref29]^ Using this calibrated B1LYP-40 functional, we extended the ^***iA***^**PP**~***n***~/^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series up to 10 *p*-phenylene units and compared it with the experimentally inaccessible uncapped ^***H***^**PP**~***n***~ series.^[@ref30],[@ref31]^ Comparison of the 1/*n* plots of the calculated^[@ref32]^ oxidation energies Δ*E*^el^ and CR vertical excitation energies ν~max~ for ^***H***^**PP~*n*~** and ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~** (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) shows two important differences between the two series: (1) the ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~** series has a small minimum of Δ*E*^el^ at *n* = 6, whereas ^***H***^**PP~*n*~** demonstrates a smooth transition to saturation; (2) ν~max~ abruptly saturates at *n* = 7 for ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**, while in ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** it approximately follows a linear 1/*n* relationship up to *n* = 10. As this early breakdown of the 1/*n* relationship in the ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series is likely related to the electron-donating nature of the ***iA*** end-capping groups, we further investigated the ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~** series with strong electron-donating alkoxy (***RO***) end-capping groups. In this series, the predicted ν~max~ evolution is similar to ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B), although the leveling off is observed much earlier at *n* = 4 for ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** vs *n* = 7 for ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**. At the same time, the Δ*E*^el^ evolution is dramatically different for ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~** series, as the oxidation energy increases, not decreases, with increasing *n* and asymptotically saturates for *n* \> 5 (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A).

![Calculated ^***R***^**PP**~***n***~ energies of oxidation Δ*E*^el^ (A) and vertical excitation energies of the ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** lowest-energy bright transitions (B) vs 1/*n*.^[@ref33]^ DFT calculations were performed at the B1LYP-40/6-31G(d)+PCM(dichloromethane) level of theory, and the vertical excitation energies were obtained with time-dependent DFT calculations at the same level.](jp-2014-082752_0012){#fig1}

The predicted deviations from the linear 1/*n* evolution of the ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~**/^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** properties become apparent only for *n* ≥ 8 and thus could not have been observed in our previous experimental study,^[@ref14]^ because these longer oligomers were not accessible due to the solubility issues. As these deviations are predicted to appear much earlier in the ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~** series, we synthesized a homologous series of alkoxy-capped ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~** molecules, *n* = 2--7, examined their oxidation potentials, and recorded the electronic spectra of their cation radicals.

Synthesis and Properties of **^*RO*^PP**~*n*~**/^*RO*^**PP**~*n*~^+•^** {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Initial attempts to synthesize ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~** oligomers with octyloxy end-capping groups produced only 2- to 4-phenylene oligomers that were soluble in dichloromethane, while the 5-phenylene oligomer was only sparingly soluble and showed extensive aggregation even in the neutral form.^[@ref34]^ After multiple variations of alkoxy groups, the use of a 17-carbon *iso*-alkoxy (i.e., 9-heptadecyloxy) group provided more or less soluble ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~** oligomers up to 7-*p*-phenylene units. The synthesis of the desired ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~** was accomplished via the Suzuki coupling^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ between a combination of 4-alkoxy-1-bromobenzene/4-alkoxy-4′-bromobiphenyl and 1,4-dibromobenzene, 4,4′-dibromobiphenyl, etc. (see Scheme S1 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). The synthesized oligomers showed good solubility in dichloromethane up to ^***RO***^**PP**~6~; however, the solubility of ^***RO***^**PP**~7~ dropped to less than ∼1 mg/10 mL. The structures of various ^***RO***^**PP**~***n***~ were easily established by ^1^H/^13^C NMR spectroscopy and further confirmed by MALDI mass spectrometry (see Figures S12--S14 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

The redox properties of the ^***RO***^**PP**~**2**~--^***RO***^**PP**~**7**~ were evaluated by electrochemical oxidation at a platinum electrode as a 1 mM solution in dichloromethane containing 0.1 M tetra-*n*-butylammonium hexafluorophosphate (*n*-Bu~4~NPF~6~) as the supporting electrolyte. The reversible cyclic voltammograms of various ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~** are presented in Figure S15 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. The oxidation potentials of various ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~** were referenced to added ferrocene, as an internal standard (*E*~ox~ = 0.45 V vs SCE), vide infra.

The electrochemical reversibility and relatively low oxidation potentials of ^***RO***^**PP**~***n***~ allowed using naphthalene cation radical (**NAP**^**+•**^),^[@ref37]^ a robust one-electron oxidant, to quantitatively produce the corresponding CRs ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** and collect their spectra (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The ^***RO***^**PP~2~^+•^**--^***RO***^**PP~4~^+•^** spectra show structured absorption bands that shifted red with increasing number of *p*-phenylene units, while the strikingly similar absorption spectra of ^***RO***^**PP~6~^+•^** and ^***RO***^**PP~7~^+•^** show a Gaussian band at ∼7150 cm^--1^ (∼1400 nm), and the ^***RO***^**PP~5~^+•^** spectrum shows intermediate features with two bands at 6452 cm^--1^ (1550 nm) and 5050 cm^--1^ (1980 nm) (vide infra). The *E*~ox~ values and optical properties of ^***RO***^**PP**~***n***~/^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** are compiled in Table S10 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}.

The experimentally observed evolution of *E*~ox~ values of ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~** and the corresponding CR excitation energies ν~max~ (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, presented with previously obtained ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~** data) are in excellent agreement with the computational predictions of the non-1/*n* behavior induced by electron-donating end-capping groups in ^***R***^**PP**~***n***~. Indeed, both predicted unexpected features of ^***RO***^**PP**~***n***~/^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^---**the increase of *E*~ox~ with increasing *n* and the saturation of ν~max~ beyond *n* = 4---are confirmed experimentally.

![(A) Spectral changes upon the reduction of 0.1 mM naphthalene cation radical by an incremental addition of 0.77 mM solution of ^***RO***^**PP**~**2**~ in dichloromethane at 20 °C (25 μL increments). (B) A plot of the increase of the absorbance of ^***RO***^**PP~2~^+•^** (monitored at 832 nm) and depletion of the absorbance of naphthalene cation radical **NAP**^**+•**^ (monitored at 672 nm) against the equivalent of added ^***RO***^**PP**~**2**~. (C) Electronic spectra of various ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**, generated as in part A; see Figure S33 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} for the wavelength vs absorption plot. The separation of ∼1300 cm^--1^ between the vibronic peaks suggests that the vibronic structure arises due to the backbone C--C bond vibrations.^[@ref38]^](jp-2014-082752_0013){#fig2}

![Experimental ^***RO***^**PP**~***n***~ and ^***iA***^**PP**~***n***~ first oxidation potentials *E*~ox1~ (A) and the corresponding CR maxima (B) vs 1/*n*; ^***iA***^**PP**~***n***~ data from ref ([@ref14]).](jp-2014-082752_0014){#fig3}

Hole Position and Distribution in ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------------------------

To understand these dramatic effects of the end-capping groups on the ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** properties, we turned our attention to the features of the hole distribution in these systems. Indeed, there are striking differences in the evolution of the hole delocalization patterns in the three ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series, ***R*** = ***H***, ***iA***, and ***OR***, as evident from the unpaired ground state spin density plots^[@ref39]^ (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A--C) and the condensed per-unit hole distributions evaluated as spin densities Δ*s* and charge Δ*q*^+^ (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D and Figure S21, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). In uncapped ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**, the hole is symmetrically distributed in the center of the molecule across the entire series, *n* = 2--10, which correlates well with a smooth near-1/*n* evolution of the Δ*E*^el^ and ν~max~ for this series (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In the vertically excited ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A′ and D), the hole also remains symmetrically distributed for the entire series but spreads toward both ends of the molecule, leaving the central unit (or two central units in the case of even *n*) virtually unoccupied.

![Isosurface plots of the unpaired spin density in the ground state (A--C) and vertically excited (A′--C′) ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**, calculated at the B1LYP-40/6-31G(d)+PCM(dichloromethane) level of theory. Regions with excess beta and alpha spin density are colored blue and red colors, respectively. (D) Bar charts of condensed per-unit positive charge Δ*q*^+^ in the ground state (dark green) and vertically excited (light green) ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** calculated with natural population analysis.](jp-2014-082752_0015){#fig4}

The hole distribution patterns in the ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C and D) share similar features with ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** and ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series: for *n* ≤ 7, the hole is symmetrically distributed in the center, like in ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**, while for the longer chains the hole shifts toward one of the capped terminal units, like in ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**. This switch in the hole position in ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** with *n* \> 7 coincides with the deviation of the Δ*E*^el^ and ν~max~ values from the 1/*n* linear dependence (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, unlike ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**, in longer ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**, *n* ≥ 7, the hole is (nearly) symmetrically distributed over ∼6 units at the end of the chain, with relatively low occupation of the capped terminal unit. The hole distribution in the vertically excited ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** for *n* ≤ 7 is very similar to the uncapped ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** where the hole symmetrically redistributes from the central units toward the periphery (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C′ and D). For *n* ≥ 8, the hole in the vertically excited state rearranges in similar manner among the ∼6 hole-bearing units and also slightly extends into the seventh (internal) unit.

By itself, gravitation of the hole toward one end of the molecule in longer ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** oligomers with strongly electron-donating ***RO*** end-capping groups is not entirely surprising. For shorter ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**, the oxygen lone pairs of both ***RO*** groups should be intimately involved in the charge/hole localization, leading to planarization of the internal *p*-phenylene units (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A), while in longer ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** the involvement of both ***RO*** groups in the hole delocalization would require quinoidal distortion of the entire polyphenylene chain that carries a significant energetic penalty due to the required planarization across the chain.

![Quinoidal distortion in short (A) and longer (B) ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** chains.](jp-2014-082752_0016){#fig5}

This penalty is minimized by shifting the hole toward a single ***RO***-capped terminal unit at the price of losing the hole stabilization by another terminal unit (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). Breaking the communication between the terminal units should increase *E*~ox~ with increasing *n*, as well as dramatically affect the ν~max~ evolution. However, it is not immediately obvious how this intuitive picture could apply to the similar gravitation of the hole toward the end for ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** with *n* \> 7. Moreover, the quantitative picture of the evolution of the ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** properties lacks a satisfactory conceptual explanation. To address these questions, we developed a simple multistate parabolic model that generalizes well-known two- and three-parabolic models based on Marcus theory of electron transfer, as follows.

Multistate Parabolic Model (MPM) Treatment of ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** {#sec2.4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The classical two-parabolic Marcus model of electron transfer^[@ref40]−[@ref43]^ has been extensively applied for description of the hole delocalization between two aromatic units, as well as---in the extended three-parabolic model---to bridged systems.^[@ref43]^ The two-parabolic model can be straightforwardly applied to the smallest ^***R***^**PP~2~^+•^** oligomers, as overviewed in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. Briefly, in the two-parabolic model, the hole delocalization as well as the ground and excited state energies depend on the coupling *H*~*ab*~ between the two diabatic states ψ~*a*~ and ψ~*b*~, which correspond to the hole exclusively localized on the respective single unit, and the reorganization energy λ that corresponds to the vertical energy gap between the two diabatic states at the minimum of one of them (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The ground Ψ~1~ and excited Ψ~2~ adiabatic states of the system arise from the mixing of the diabatic stateswhere *c*~*ij*~ are mixing coefficients.

The (free) energies of the diabatic states, *G*~*a*~ and *G*~*b*~, are represented by quadratic functions of the effective geometric/solvent coordinate *x*. The composition of the adiabatic states at a given *x* and the corresponding energies *G*~1~ and *G*~2~ are then obtained by diagonalizing the effective Hamiltonian matrix:The number of parameters used in this model can be reduced to one---*H*~*ab*~/λ---by using λ as the energy unit. Depending on the coupling strength, the hole may be localized on a single unit (weak coupling), perfectly delocalized over two units (strong coupling), or partially delocalized (intermediate coupling), as shown in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A, B, and C, respectively. Strongly delocalized systems have single-minimum ground and excited states, while partially delocalized systems have two-minima ground and single-minimum excited states.

![Free energy curves of the diabatic (thin lines) and adiabatic (thick lines) states in the three coupling regimes of the two-parabolic model: weak *H*~*ab*~/λ ≈ 0 (A), strong *H*~*ab*~/λ ≥ 0.5 (B), and intermediate *H*~*ab*~/λ \< 0.5 (C). Bar plots represent hole distribution in the ground and vertically excited states at the ground state minimum *x*~min~, calculated as squares of corresponding *c*~*ij*~ mixing coefficients.](jp-2014-082752_0001){#fig6}

![MPM representation of ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**: each diabatic state corresponds to a single unit; for ***R*** = ***RO***, ***iA*** the terminal units are shifted by appropriate Δ*ε/*λ values.](jp-2014-082752_0002){#fig7}

![Multistate parabolic modeling of ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**: pseudo-3D representation of the ground and first excited adiabatic state curves with respect to the effective hole coordinate *x* for *n* = 2--10. Minima on the curves are shown as black dots, and the bar charts show the hole distributions in the ground (at a minimum) and vertically excited (at the Franck--Condon point) states. Parameters of MPM: Δ*ε/*λ = 0 (^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**), Δ*ε/*λ = 8.5 (^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**), Δ*ε/*λ = 3.7 (^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**); in all cases, *H*~ab~/λ = 9. See Figures S26--S28 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} for the corresponding two-dimensional plots.](jp-2014-082752_0003){#fig8}

To describe the hole delocalization in the ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** with an arbitrary number of linearly connected units, we generalized this approach to develop a multistate parabolic model (MPM). In MPM, all units are represented by equivalent parabolic diabatic states with identical *H*~*ab*~/λ values, although the terminal parabolas may be shifted down by Δε/λ to account for the better hole stabilization abilities of the terminal units with an electron-donating capping group (Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref44]^ We obtain the adiabatic state energies *G*~*i*~ and corresponding compositions in terms of mixing coefficients *c*~*ij*~ and at a given *x* by numerically diagonalizing the extended MPM Hamiltonian:We considered all units in ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** to have the same energy, Δε = 0, and systematically varied the *H*~*ab*~/λ parameter to reproduce the ground state hole distribution patterns obtained with DFT (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D) at *H*~*ab*~/λ = 9,^[@ref45]^ as shown in Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A. Strikingly, this single-parameter model also faithfully reproduced the vertical excited state hole distribution (Figures [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D and [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A), as well as the *E*~ox~ and ν~max~ evolution for the entire series (Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}).

![Stabilization energies of the ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** adiabatic ground states *G*~1~(*x*~min~) (A) and the vertical excitation energies *G*~2~(*x*~min~) -- *G*~1~(*x*~min~) (B) of three obtained from the MPM (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) vs 1/*n*.](jp-2014-082752_0004){#fig9}

We further parametrized the Δε/λ values---which describe the difference between the hole stabilization abilities of the capped terminal units relative to the in-chain units---for the ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** and ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series to reproduce the DFT ground state hole distributions (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D), while keeping the same *H*~*ab*~/λ = 9 value. Again, the parametrized MPM with Δε/λ = 8.5 for ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** and Δε/λ = 3.7 for ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** yielded correct vertical excited state hole distributions (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}B and C vs Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D), as well as the *E*~ox~ and ν~max~ evolution (Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}).

The multistate parabolic model that---despite its apparent simplicity---reproduces all salient features of the hole distribution in the three ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series as well as their energetic and optoelectronic properties also points to the origin of the approximate 1/*n* dependencies in these series as well as their eventual breakdown. Indeed, if the reorganization energy λ is reduced to zero, the effective ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** Hamiltonian becomes independent of *x* and thus isomorphous to the Hückel theory Hamiltonian for a linear π-conjugated polymer. Diagonalization of this Hamiltonian with zero main diagonal yields the ground state energy that evolves proportionally to cos\[π/(*n* + 1)\],^[@ref46]^ that approximates as a 1/*n* trend for small *n*. Thus, for small λ or, equivalently, large *H*~ab~/λ values, the ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** ground state energies should initially evolve in approximate 1/*n* fashion. This evolution is akin to the evolution of HOMO energies in neutral π-conjugated oligomers, as both are determined by the increasing delocalization of the hole and HOMO, respectively, over the oligomer chain. However, in the case of MPM of cation radicals, energy gain due to the hole localization is eventually compensated by the reorganization energy involving the increasing number of units, which eventually halts further delocalization and thus the approximate 1/*n* trends seen in shorter oligomers. Thus, the ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** ground adiabatic state energies at their minima, *G*~1~(*x*~min~), systematically decrease in approximate 1/*n* fashion until reaching saturation at *n* ≥ 7 (Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}A). The excited state energies decrease in a similar manner but steeper, thus leading to a linear ν~max~ decrease until *n* ≃ 8 with subsequent leveling for the longer oligomers (Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}B).

In the ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series, the two directly coupled low-energy units in the smallest oligomer *n* = 2 are the most efficient in stabilizing the hole. This stabilization becomes less efficient when high-energy bridging parabolas are added in higher oligomers, *n* = 3--4, that increase the ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** ground state energy, which is equivalent to the observed *E*~ox~ increase for *n* = 2--4 (Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Further ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** lengthening leads to development of a maximum in the middle of the ground state curve, whose energy keeps increasing until converging at *n* \> 8 to the same limit as in the middle of the ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** chains (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A and B). At the same time, the energies of the two equivalent minima on the sides of this maximum change very little for *n* \> 5, in accord with the observed *E*~ox~ leveling for *n* \> 5.

The ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** excited state curves gradually decrease in energy, and develop two minima later than the ground state, at *n* = 6 (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}B); as they are constructed from the higher portions of the diabatic parabolas, both terminal parabolas can still have significant contributions in the center, although their minima are already far enough to have a negligible contribution in the middle of the ground state curve (Figure S26 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Asynchronous development of the two-minima feature on the ground and excited state adiabatic curves explains the complex ν~max~ evolution for ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**. For *n* ≤ 4, where both states have minima in the middle, the ground state minimum increases in energy with *n*, while the excited state minimum decreases in energy which results in a sharp ν~max~ decrease (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}B). For *n* = 5--6, the vertical excitation from one of the ground state minima leads to the Franck--Condon point on a shoulder of the single-minimum excited state well, resulting in sharply increasing ν~max~ (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}B). For *n* ≥ 7, both ground and excited state curves attain similar double-minimum shapes, and their energies level off, resulting in nearly constant ν~max~ (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}B).

Ground and excited state adiabatic curves of ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** appear to be similar to ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A and C), with single-minimum shapes and gradual lowering of their energies with increasing *n*. However, the ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** ground state develops a subtle double-minima structure for *n* ≥ 8,^[@ref47]^ followed by the excited state for *n* ≥ 9. While the ground state has a single-well character for *n* ≤ 7, the energy at the minimum point decreases only up to *n* ≃ 6, in accord with the observed *E*~ox~ leveling of at *n* ≃ 6 (Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}A). For *n* ≥ 8, the energies of the two minima on the ground state curves are just barely lower than the energy in the center, so their appearance does not affect the *E*~ox~ evolution; however, it leads to a slight increase of ν~max~, as the Franck--Condon point ends up on a shoulder of the excited state curve (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}C). Thus, although the evolution of the ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** properties is not vastly different from the uncapped ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series, the emergence of the subtle features in the higher ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** homologues, *n* ≥ 6, is similar to the ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series.

Evolution of the Hole Distribution in ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** and Breakdown of 1/*n* Relationships {#sec2.5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** structure--property relationships are related to the position and shape of the hole distributed over monomer units, and at the same time, the hole distribution depends on the position of the ground state free energy minima with respect to the hole coordinate *x* (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we next use the MPM to discern the nature of the forces responsible for the formation of these minima and varied distribution of the hole in three ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series.

![Evolution of MPM-derived hole distributions in ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** up to 21 *p*-phenylene units.](jp-2014-082752_0005){#fig10}

In ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**, where all units are equivalent, the hole has a symmetric bell-shaped form and resides in the middle of the chain to take advantage from delocalizing over the maximum number of monomer units. However, the hole can effectively delocalize over no more than seven *p*-phenylene units (Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}), which leads to saturation of *E*~ox~ and thus emergence of polymeric behavior with respect to the hole delocalization for *n* \> 7. The ideal bell-shaped hole distribution is distorted by introducing electron-donating *iso*-alkyl (^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**) or *iso*-alkoxy (^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**) end-capping groups that provide the additional mechanism of the hole stabilization (Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}).

![(A, B) Adiabatic ground state curves ^*RO*^*G*~1~ for ^***RO***^**PP~4~^+•^** and ^***RO***^**PP~5~^+•^** (thick solid lines) and their components *G*^P*p*P^ (stabilization due to poly-*p*-phenylene chain, thin solid lines) and *G*^RO^ (stabilization due to end-capping groups, dash-dotted lines) and (A′, B′) their first derivatives (thick solid lines) interpreted as forces acting on the hole, *F*. Positive values of *F* correspond to forces pushing the hole to the left, and negative, to the right. Dominant components of the total force are shown as thin solid lines, and smaller, as dashed lines; the gray arrows represent the overall force direction. See also Figures S29--S32 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}.](jp-2014-082752_0006){#fig11}

Thus, the hole shape and position can be thought to be determined by two forces: *F*^P*p*P^ that pushes the hole toward the middle of the chain---where it can be more effectively stabilized by the poly-*p*-phenylene chain---and *F*^R^ that pulls it toward the end---where it can be stabilized by lower-energy terminal units. This picture can be quantified by decomposing the ground state adiabatic energy *G*~1~ into two components: the stabilization due to the poly-*p*-phenylene framework *G*^P*p*P^ (taken simply as the ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** ground state energy ^***H***^*G*~1~) and the stabilization due to end-capping groups, *G*^R^, which is calculated by subtraction: *G*^R^ = ^***R***^*G*~1~ -- *G*^P*p*P^ = ^***R***^*G*~1~ -- ^***H***^*G*~1~. Then, the two effective forces *F*^P*p*P^ and *F*^R^ that determine the hole position can be expressed as first derivatives of *G*^P*p*P^ and *G*^R^, as shown in Figure [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} on the example of ^***RO***^**PP~4~^+•^** and ^***RO***^**PP~5~^+•^**.

In ^***RO***^**PP~4~^+•^**, *F*^P*p*P^ prevails in the entire range of *x*, so the ground adiabatic state has only one minimum in the middle due to the high energetic cost of shifting the hole toward an end of the chain; the same holds true for ^***RO***^**PP~3~^+•^** and ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** with *n* ≤ 7 (Figures S29--S32 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). On the other hand, in ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** with *n* ≥ 5, the *G*^P*p*P^ curve flattens in the middle due to saturation, so the hole can migrate without much energetic penalty toward a terminal unit, whose strong hole-stabilizing ability attracts a significant fraction of the hole (∼40%) and thus causes its significant deformation and pronounced double-minimum ground state curve. Because the *iso*-alkyl-capped, the terminal units are much less efficient in terms of hole stabilization, hole retains its shape, and it shifts only marginally toward an end for longer chains, *n* ≥ 8 (Figures S31 and S32 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

![Adiabatic ground state energies at the middle of the chain for ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** (A) and ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** (B) vs 1/*n* (thick solid lines) and their components *G*^P*p*P^ (stabilization due to poly-*p*-phenylene chain, dashed lines) and *G*^R^ (stabilization due to end-capping groups, thin solid lines).](jp-2014-082752_0007){#fig12}

In the middle of the chain, the ground state energy ^***R***^*G*~1~ of end-capped ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** is determined by the *G*^P*p*P^ component, which monotonously increases in magnitude up to *n* ≃ 7 and then levels off, and the *G*^R^ component which sharply decreases in magnitude for *n* \> 2 (Figure [12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the energy at the midpoint of the ground state curve smoothly increases with *n* for ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**, where the *G*^R^ component dominates due to large Δ*ε*/λ value or smoothly decreases for ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**, where the *G*^P*p*P^ component dominates. At the polymeric limit, the midpoint ground state energies for all three ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series converge to the same value determined by *G*^P*p*P^. Thus, for all ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** as well as for ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** with *n* ≤ 7, the *E*~ox~ and ν~max~ smoothly evolve toward the polymeric limit, because their ground state curves have a single minimum in the middle. However, in ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** with *n* \> 4 and in ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** with *n* \> 7, emergence of the two-minima ground state shape shifts the hole toward an end of the chain, thereby leading to rapid *E*~ox~ and ν~max~ saturation and breakdown of their approximate 1/*n* dependences.

The subtle differences in 1/*n* dependences observed for ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** in comparison with ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** arise because the hole shrinks from seven to six *p*-phenylene units when it shifts toward a terminal unit in longer ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**. Due to the shift of the hole toward a terminal unit in ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** (Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}), further addition of *p*-phenylene units has a little effect, which leads to earlier *E*~ox~ saturation. Also, vertical excitation in ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** with the hole shifted toward an end of the chain leads to a deformed hole distribution at the Franck--Condon point, which results in early 1/*n* breakdown of ν~max~ in ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** vs ^***H***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series.

Coexistence of the Two Forms of ^***RO***^**PP~5~^+•^** {#sec2.6}
-------------------------------------------------------

The observation of the two absorption bands at 6452 cm^--1^ (1550 nm) and 5050 cm^--1^ (1980 nm) in the ^***RO***^**PP~5~^+•^** spectrum suggests the presence of two species. In the preceding discussion, we used the slightly more intense absorption band at 6452 cm^--1^ which falls in line with higher ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** oligomers, *n* = 6--7 (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). However, when the less intense 5050 cm^--1^ band is included in the ν~max~ vs 1/*n* plot (Figure [13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}A), it nearly perfectly falls on the linear 1/*n* relation observed for shorter ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** chains, *n* = 2--4, that suggests that this second form may correspond to the structure with a symmetrically distributed hole, similar to shorter ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**, *n* = 2--4.

![Experimental excitation energies vs 1/*n* for ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** including both ^***RO***^**PP~5~^+•^** absorption bands 6452 cm^--1^ and 5050 cm^--1^ (**A**), and the corresponding DFT (**B**) and MPM (**C**) plots including the excitation energies for (^***RO***^**PP~5~^+•^**)~asym~ with the hole asymmetrically displaced towards an end of the chain, and (^***RO***^**PP~5~^+•^)**~sym~ with the hole symmetrically distributed in the middle, Figure S36 in [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. Also see Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B, [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B, and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}B.](jp-2014-082752_0008){#fig13}

Indeed, we were able to locate this structure with a symmetrically distributed hole using DFT (Figure S36, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) and calculate the corresponding vertical excitation energy that again falls on the linear 1/*n* dependence of the ν~max~ values observed for *n* = 2--4 (Figure [13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}B). Furthermore, the energy gap between the ground and excited state MPM curves of ^***RO***^**PP~5~^+•^** (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}B) that corresponds to the excitation from the middle of the ground state curve again aligns with the 1/*n* linear relationship for *n* = 2--4 (Figure [13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}C). This remarkable consistency between the experimental, DFT, and MPM pictures strongly supports the assignment of the second absorption maximum at 5050 cm^--1^ in the ^***RO***^**PP~5~^+•^** spectrum to the higher-energy form with a symmetrically distributed hole. Thus, ^***RO***^**PP~5~^+•^** appears to be an intermediate case that falls between the two regimes of hole delocalization in the ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series, with a symmetrically distributed hole (*n* ≤ 4) and with the hole shifted toward a terminal unit (*n* ≥ 6), as is elegantly illustrated by the evolution of the MPM ground state curves in Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}B.^[@ref48]^

Summary and Conclusions {#sec3}
=======================

Here, on the basis of the experimental and computational results as well as the multistate parabolic model, we delineated the factors that determine the redox and optoelectronic properties of ^***R***^**PP~*n*~/**^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** with different end-capping substituents (***R*** = ***iA***, ***H***, and ***OR***). DFT calculations with a modified B1LYP density functional (B1LYP-40), calibrated against the existing experimental data for the ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~**/^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series^[@ref14]^ and validated against the newly synthesized ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series, showed a dramatic effect of the end-capping groups on the *E*~ox~ and ν~max~ evolution for ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** and ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** (Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). While *E*~ox~ decreases in nearly 1/*n* fashion for ^***H***^**PP~*n*~**, before leveling off at the polymeric limit, introduction of a strong electron-donating substituent −***OR*** leads to an increase in the *E*~ox~ values with leveling off for *n* \> 5. Evolution of the oxidation energies in the weakly electron-donating groups in the ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~** series is similar to the uncapped series, whereas the ν~max~ evolution in ^***iA***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** is more similar to ^***RO***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**, as it demonstrates abrupt saturation at *n* = 8.

To rationalize these results, we developed a multistate parabolic model (MPM), an extension of the well-known Marcus two-state parabolic model. The MPM employs an arbitrary number of energetically equivalent parabolas for linearly connected *p*-phenylene units and lower-energy parabolas for the end-capped terminal units. Using only two effective parameters---*H*~*ab*~/λ, responsible for electronic coupling between *p*-phenylene units, and Δε/λ, the shift of the terminal unit energies---the MPM was able to reproduce the hole distribution patterns and the evolution of the *E*~ox~ and ν~max~ energies in all three ^***R***^**PP~*n*~**/^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** series. The MPM shows that the ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** properties are determined by the hole distribution across the molecule, and that there are two forces that pull the hole in opposite directions: one toward the middle of the chain, where it is stabilized by the *p*-phenylene chain, and another toward the lower-energy terminal units. The subtle interplay between these two forces that determines the position/distribution of the hole entails the key role of the end-capping substituents ***R*** in ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**. Thus, even presumably innocent modulation of ***R*** could result in a sizable modulation of the ^***R***^**PP~*n*~**/^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^** optoelectronic properties.

The confluence and remarkable accord between the experimental, computational, and MPM approaches, evident from comparison of Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, provide a unified picture of the chemical underpinnings behind the structure--property relationships in π-conjugated aromatic polymers ^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^/**^***R***^**PP~*n*~^+•^**. This simple conceptual model can now guide the rational design of new π-conjugated systems whose properties can first be predicted using the MPM that can help to pinpoint the required parameters of the interconnected units in the conjugated polymeric π-system. The combined investigative approach elaborated in this work can be readily applied to more complex donor--spacer--acceptor systems and doped molecular wires and will allow the design and study of the next generation materials for long-range charge transport and photochromic molecules.

Experimental details, including cyclic voltammograms, computational details including the calibration of the DFT exchange-correlation functional, and additional details regarding the multistate parabolic model, Figures S1--S36, Tables S1--S13, and the coordinates and energies of the calculated structures. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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